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Quantum computing today is firstly an experimental challenge

Ideal Qubits

REALITY Everything around want to destroy the ideal 
picture and the quantum coherence. 
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External Exp. Setup Leads to loss of information
And decoherence

Working with quantum computers now means working in a noisy environment short programs

Classical computers 
Works with bits

Bits are only 0 or 1 

Advantages: dimensionality 2n, entanglement, teleportation, 
tunneling, quantum secret, …  



What are the anticipated applications ?

Simulation of 
Quantum complex 

systems 

Ex: systems on lattices

On classical computers
Can be solved exactly 
For max 20 particles. 

On quantum computers: 
N sites means only N qubits

Credit: The Fabric of The Cosmos: Quantum Leap

Quantum versus classical search

Classical

vs

Quantum

Exploring complex landscape: 
molecules, 
customers preferences (amazon), …

Quantum secrets (cryptography, quantum key, …)
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Guideline and motivation

Explore the possibility to use quantum technology
in our field. 

Understand the key concepts 
and problems in a very new domain.

Prepare the arrival of a new disruptive technology that might give a 
significant boost in our domain. 

Try  to contribute to this enthusiastic adventure.



The QC2I project in more details

Description of quantum 
complex systems

https://qc.pages.in2p3.fr/web/



Few highlights on ongoing actions/work: preparing the quantum transition 



Few highlights on ongoing actions/work: data mining with quantum machine learning

Machine learning vs Quantum Machine Learning 
for event classification 

A. Sartirana (LLR), F. Magniette (LLR), et al

Project status

Testing existing tools 

Defining milestones and intermediate steps

Example: 2D classification Test with QMLSimple software (A. Sartirana)



Some evident sources of 
complexity in nuclei

-There are many nuclei (>3000). Nuclear 
phenomena evolve along the nuclear chart.  A 

unified description of all facets  would be desirable.    

-Ideally, one should get all phenomena from the bare interaction
BUT nuclei are mesoscopic systems (A~1-500) with bad numerical scaling.    

Initial entangled state preparation
for many-body physics

DL,  PRL 125, 230502 (2020). 
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can we extrapolate to long-time? 

Predicting long time evolution from 
short-time propagation

Ruiz-Guzman and  DL,  arxiv:2104.08181 (2021)

Few highlights on ongoing actions/work: treating complex quantum problems

T. Otsuka



Qubits coupled to environments

Sargsyan et al,  PRE 103, (2021) [Editor suggestions]
DL et al, PRE (2020) 
and many mores. 
Ongoing JINR-IN2P3 collaboration 

Few highlights on ongoing actions/work: working with noisy quantum devices

Environments 

Treating Fermi/Bose systems 
coupled to one or several baths

Sargsyan et al, submitted to Phys. Lett. A (2021)



Few initiated applications in the world related to the infinities
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The Quantum Information Processor 
with Trapped Ca+ Ions  

P. Schindler et al., New. J. Phys. 15, 123012 (2013) 

Lattice gauge theories

N-body nuclear systems

Applications to data mining (event 
classification)

Crédit: JLab

Dynamics: e, n scattering Dumitrescu, Hagen, Carlson, Papenbrock…  

Zohar, Klco, Savage, …

Roggero, Carlson, …  

CMS-detector (with LLR)

N-body problem
Dark matter

Mocz, Szasz



Summary
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Quantum computing is an interdisciplinary field  

There are many “new” opportunities 

In quantum computing itself

In quantum technologies 

In quantum information




